
Below the surface

In WBA (Wageningen Basis Administration) you can access and modify 
your contact data. The person information is derived from Pview, the 
staff administration system. The data in WBA are automatically trans-
ferred into Outlook and are shown in We@Wur. 

PROMIS is the project accounting and personnel system for PhD 
students. 

BAPS (Budget Allocation and Projects System) is designed for projects 
funded by the ministry of Economic Affairs (EZ). By linking research 
output in our Research Information System (RIS) to a BAPS project 
code, publications are also visible on the website KennisOnline. 
The projectcodes begin with the letter BO, KB or WOT followed by three 
sets of numbers with a hyphen in between. The code to which records 
should be linked, looks something like BO-11-001-010. If records are 
entered into RIS with the wrong projectcode, these records will not be 
shown in KennisOnline.  

In our E-depot (persistent links to) open access, full-text files are 
saved. 
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Wageningen UR’s windows of opportunity 

Staff Publications provides the gateway to all Wageningen UR’s output which was registered in our Research Information System. This interface provides 
sophisticated search possibilities, allowing users to generate (annual) reports and overviews for every researcher, department and all kinds of queries. 
Wageningen UR library provides special output formats like the SEP-format which suits the requirements in the Standard Evaluation Protocol. 
http://library.wur.nl/WebQuery/wurpubs/show

NARCIS provides access to the (Open Access) publications from the repositories of all Dutch universities, KNAW, NWO and a number of scientific institutions. 
The Wageningen UR publications are harvested from our research information infrastructure. Not all registered research output continues to Narcis. Publications 
are harvested, but output like media appearances isn’t. http://www.narcis.nl 

Part of the research output registered in our Research Information System is passed on to the databases of the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the 
United Nations - http://www.fao.org/statistics/databases/en/) and may be harvested by EU-portals like DART-Europe E-thesis portal (http://www.dart-eu-
rope.eu/basic-search.php) and OpenAIRE (https://www.openaire.eu/)  

KennisOnline is the platform that shows the results of research Wageningen UR performs on behalf of the Ministry of Economic Affairs (EZ). The entire 
database of WUR publications is filtered for publications which have an EZ projectcode. These results are passed on to KennisOnline. 
http://www.wageningenur.nl/nl/Onderzoek-Resultaten/Projecten-EZ.htm

Personal pages. When you or people from outside Wageningen UR search for you, your chair group or graduate school they end up on your personal page or 
section pages. The corresponding publications which were fed to our Research Informaton System are visible on these pages. Via http://www.wageningenur.nl 

We@Wur shows the contact and expertise details of Wageningen UR employees. In We@Wur your publication list can be shown as an URL which links to Staff 
Publications. Staff can change this URL in WBA. http://www.wewur.wur.nl/

* not for PhDs; these are fed to RIS through Promis

Our RIS (Research Information System) is at the heart of our 
research information infrastructure. Records are entered manually 
by a network of 300 record feeders as well as by a yearly import from 
the Web of Science. The record feeder’s network takes care of 
coupling authors and publications to the department where the 
authors worked at the time of publication (the so called ‘work relation-
ships’). An author may have multiple work relationships. 

The records imported into RIS are converted to an .xml format. This 
format allows for data exchange with other information systems. The 
records enter the WURpubs database, where they are merged with 
earlier data as well as with catalogue data and publications records 
from before 2003. A search index is made, allowing our windows to be 
searched. 

The organization table is created and maintained by the library. This 
table keeps track of name changes of organizational units and links 
organizational units to any of its predecessors. In this way the history 
of name changes is 'remembered' (coupled), preventing a loss of 
publications when searching for the new/old name of the department. 
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Our research information infrastructure uncovered

Any questions? Contact servicedesk.facilities@wur.nl  
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